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…Requesting a way to show that american systemic racism is a symptom of capitalism and not separate from it.

… Anonymous 06/02/2020 (Tue) 15:44:47 No. 564166

>>563923
Look at the history of the US. What started off as enforced inequality between white slaves and black slaves, eventually turned into inequality as descendants of 
slaves and former slaves had to labour and did not own land, while most land-owners and industrialists were white. The racism comes in because it was taught to 
people, you had phrenology and shit, which tried to find "scientific" explanations for the reason why blacks where slaves, while whites weren't. It was basically a 
post-hoc explanation of a phenomena , differences in technological development between Europe and Africa (for more on that check out Jared Diamon's Guns, Germs and 
Steel).
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>>563923
0. Liberals believe legal equality is equality.

1. Blacks were imported to america as the lowest class.

2. They eventually became legally equal but as the (effective) totality of them were starting from scratch they pooled up at the bottom of society.

3. This caused them to tend towards the kinds of things the bottom of a society tends towards.

4. Liberals, now believing them equal, needed an explanation for this failure - for in liberal idealism that legal equality should constitute 'equal opportunity', as 
that's what capitalism is justified with. One kind of liberal decided the blacks must be morally inferior and that explains their poor performance, another kind of 
liberal decided the blacks must be being held down by some non economic force which must be moral inferiority of some other parts of society.

5. Both of these kinds of liberals trying to work their brand of solution to this problem into society over time has resulted in the present situation, which can be 
described as systemic racism, because both sides believe the fundamental problem is based on race.




